Abstract: Music and speech processing exempli& skilled perception of temporal patterns, as both require an ability to make fine-grained comparisons of relative duration. Clock theories of time discrimination have assumed that temporal resolution is proportional to the statistical variability of an independent central timer.
This explanationis limited when applied to naturalistic tasks such as the detection of a temporat deviation embeddd within a temporal pattern. Recent research has emphasiad the importance of contex~especially rhythmic context, on time discrimination.
The effect of rhythmic context on time discrimination poses explanatory problems for clock theorists, and suggests that a theory based on oscillatory entrainment is more likely to yield insight into the nature of temporal information in music and speech processing. The present paper is a selected review of these data. A factor that has been overlooked in all of these studies is the separation of responses for shorter and longer comparison intervals. Recently, [6, 7] have demonstrated an asymmetry in time discrimination, When separating discrimination thresholds for shorter and longer comparison intervals, listeners were found to be more sensitive to shorter comparison intervals than to longer comparison intervals at fast tempos, whereas the reverse pattern was found at slow tempos. In these studies, tempo referred to the fixed inter-onsetinterval (101) of an isochronous standard sequence, where a fast tempo denoted a short 101 and a slow tempo denoted a long 101.
TI~DISCRI~ATION
Clock models of time discrimhation have assumed that the duration of an interval is measured by an interval timer that records the number of "clock ticks" that fill a presented time interval, such as the duration between the onset times of two tones. Discrimination thresholds are modeled by the statistical variability of the interval timer, without regard to whether the comparison interval is shorter or longer. The modeling emphasis has been on equating the variability of the central timer with the Weber fraction, independent of the direction of the time change.
An alternative approach that does address the direction of the time chage is based on the concept of entrainment [8] . In the entiainrnent model, endogenous rhythms respond to the unfolding pattern of events in the environment. Oscillators lock onto patterns of rhythmic events in an adaptive fashion, with the period of a tracking oscillator providing an implicit estimate of duration. Temporal resolution is predicted by the magnitude of the temporal contrast that occurs between external events and internal oscillations, where temporal contrast refers to the phase of a stimulus event, relative to the period of the tracking oscillator. By considering relative-phase differences, [6] predicted that listeners sensitivity to a time change should be influenced by the degree of over-or under-estimation of the tracking oscillator relative to the base time interval T. If at fast tempos, the oscillator over-estimates T then the model generates larger temporal contrasts for tempo increases than for tempo decreases, and consequently listeners should be more sensitive to shorter comparison intervals than to longer comparison htervals. On the other hand, if at slow tempos, the oscillator under-estimates T then the model generates larger temporal contras~for tempo decreases than for tempo increases; conversely, listeners should be more sensitive to longer comparison intervals than to shorter comparison intervals [6] .
RHYTHMIC STRUCTURE
Because the entrainment model is driven by the timing of a stimulus pattern, it is affected by the temporal relations within a given stimulus pattern as well as those that span a trial or a block of trials. McAuley and Kidd investigated the effect of the rhythmic structure of a trial on tempo discrimination by advancing or delaying the onset of a comparison pattern in relation to an "expected' onset, defined by the rhythm of the precedhg standard pattern. Participants responded "same", "faster", or "slower" to the tempo of the comparison pattern. An effect of onset condition was most apparent when responses to faster and slower comparison patterns were analyzed separately. Early onset of the comparison sequence produced more "faster" responses and smaller Weber fractions for faster comparisons while late onse~produced more "slower" responses and smaller Weber fractions for slower comparisons. Clock models incorporate some sensitivity to temporal properties of the stimulus, but these are limited to the descriptive statistics of the stimulus intervals. Relational properties, such as the onset of the comparison pattern relative to the rhythm of the standard, are not taken into account [9] .
UNCERTAINTY Am CARRY-O~R EFFECTS
A mediating factor in the McAuley and Kidd study was the listeners uncertainty from trial to trial as to the tempo of the standard. When the tempo of the standard remained constant from trial to &ial, listeners were able to learn to expect an early or late onset, independent of the first-order expectancies established by the rhythm of the standard. Participan~appeared to learn the temporal pattern of each trial, and the effect of early and late onsets was consequently diminished. Other studies have shown consistent effects of session context which are best described by the relational properties of the stimuli [10] . Clock models yield little insight into time discrimination performance, unless restricted to the comparison of isolated temporal intervals.
